
The average take-up rate in the distribution areas was 60 %, with results ranging from 50 to 85 %. Studies
have shown that public knowledge of iodine remains inadequate and that its distribution is too often
perceived as proof of a real danger of a nuclear accident.

2000: second distribution campaign

The majority of the tablets reaching their expiry date in April 2000, iodine tablets were redistributed
around each nuclear plant in 2001. Collection from pharmacies was maintained. A broad-based
communication campaign was once again deployed. Considerable effort was put into the tools used with
an advertising campaign and a number of different sorts of media (pamphlet with the collection coupon,
posters, information brochure for the health professions, information leaflet given with the tablets, point
of sales advertising in pharmacies, etc).

The take-up rates of between 30 and 70 % 45 on average) for this second campaign remained
unsatisfactory. It was marked by a noticeable decline in public interest and certain passivity towards
prevention measures.

What can be learnt from the two campaigns

In view of the resources used, the results obtained in these two campaigns show the limits of distribution
b voluntary collection from pharmacies. These results probably demonstrate the public's doubt over the
effectiveness of iodine tablets, which seems derisory compared to the catastrophe of a nuclear accident in
their imagination.

The results observed around the plants show that the success of the campaign depends on strong
involvement of the public authorities and the different local players who must be informed on a priority
basis. To reach the public and encourage collection of the tablets, advertising must be attractive, using a
number of different media. The campaign should also answer the questions and concerns of the local
population. While this operation requires major investment by the nuclear operator through the strategic
and logistic support that must be provided, it is also an opportunity to strengthen the plant's relations with
local players and show its openness to its environment.

The public authorities have decided to extend this distribution in 2002, by collection from pharmacies,
door to door distribution or posting tablets to homes. This change does not mean that the public
authorities and the nuclear operator should not continue their drive to inform the public on the risk and
protection measures.
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• Long-term work in communication
• Responsibilitiesfor the environment and the entire society
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• Apply several different methods to allow everyone to choose their favourite way of finding the
information they want

• ArgumentstopromotethenewNPPunit

Summary

Full scale of methods in use - long-term work is the basis

Long-term work in communication has been proved to be an excellent basis for a nuclear power
company. Teollisuuden Voirna Oy (TVO), which has been producing electricity by nuclear power for the
Finnish society for 23 years, bears its responsibilities for environmental issues and as member of society.
Maintaining good relations to the local municipalities and reporters is one of our strengths.

Nuclear power is a way to produce electricity in an environmentally friendly, safe and economical way.
TVO, as a modem nuclear power company, acknowledges its responsibilities for the environment and the
entire society. In dealing with these responsibilities, a culture of effective, open and honest
communication is crucial.

The concept of our communication work was already laid down in the 70's
We do our best to inforrn our neighbours and interest groups openly about all that happens at Olkiluoto
NPP. We do not only tell the good news, we also tell if there are any problems, e.g. in the production.

We apply several different methods to allow everyone to choose their favourite way of finding the
information they want. We produce annual publications and videos, organise visits to the plant,
participate in fairs and have an up-to-date www-site.

A lot of information is available and the doors are open for visitors. Annually, we produce almost 60
publications, e.g. magazines, newspapers, environmental and economical reports and different kinds of
brochures. A lot of people visit Olkiluoto NPP - we receive about 16 000 guests each year.

We have four basic arguments in our messages to promote the new NPP unit: it covers additional
electricity demand and replaces old fossil-fuel power plants, it enables Finland to meet the Kyoto
commitments, it secures a stable and predictable electricity price and reduces the dependency on imported
electricity. All these messages are included in the printing materials and www-sites, as well as the many
presentations the TVO representatives are having around the country.

The opinion polls show that at this very moment a small majority of Finns are in favour of a new NPP
unit, if it enables the Kyoto commitments to be met. Most people know the advantages that nuclear power
offers, including the benefits within the climate change issues.

Conclusions

Are we going to construct additional nuclear capacity to our country? We do not know yet. The final
decision on this matter is in the hands of politicians, and the decision will be made during this spring. We
have done our best with communications, and have been openly offering information for those involved
in the political decisions and for those who are for other reasons interested in our business.

We have two large NPP units at Olkiluoto, and we have work to do in their future 40 years of lifetime. If
we do construct a new NPP unit, we will be happy to inform about it openly and widely.
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